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THE FALLACY OF SUPER-PRODUCTION
By Major C. H. Douglas

IN
Lord Leverhulme's excellent book, The

Six-Hour Day, it is pointed out that in the

fifteenth centur>' the manual worker, on

6d. a day, working eight hours, was far better

off in respect of purchasing power as to the

necessaries of life than his twentieth-century

compeer earning £5 per week ; while we

know that the productivity per unit of time of

the latter is possibly one hundred times as

great as at that period. Further, it is patent

to any student of economic history- that the

intensity of application to labour is many

times greater now than then ; that is to say,

industry is driving out all other objectives ;

security of tenure is less, the moral incentive

to good craftsmanship for its own sake has

almost succumbed to the wild struggle for

existence ; and personal independence of

thought and action is in real danger of ex-

tinction in the interest of an impersonal

industrial system.

Now in considering the bearing of the

contrast emphasised, the first and obvious

point is the variation in the value of the unit

of currency.

Broadly understood, the quantity theory of

money is incontestable ; that is to say, given

a definite market, the price of commodities

as a whole varies as the volume of currency (in

all its forms of credit, cash, etc.) effective in

that market. It can also be shown that this

volume is a function of production as a whole ;

and that, other conditions being constant,

purchasing power per unit of currency de-

creases as total production increases. But the

individual is onlv concerned to ascertain what

percentage of h'is total stock of time-energy

units is required to supply his material needs ;

and if it can be shown that this percentage is

increasing, which the paradox indicated would

suggest is the case, then " progress " is dearly

bought. We have therefore to ascertain what

is the bearing of the financial system on human

time-energy units.

Now we have already agreed, and it cannot

be seriously disputed, that the average human

time-energ)' unit, because of machinen,- use,

etc., represents many times more production

unit's than in the fifteenth century ; and yet

at the same time a much greater percentage

of the individual's total stock of time-energy

units is required to make a living. Without
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endeavouring to simplify too much a problem

which is at the root of the world-wide dis-

satisfaction with existing conditions, it is not

unfair to say that the answer is mainly to be

found in two causes : misdirected effort, and

expanding currencv resuhing in faulty dis-

tribution ; and that these again ver>' largely

proceed from a misconception of what is

called production, and a flagrant disregard in

matters of finance of the principles of the law

of the conservation of energy in favour of

methods designed to concentrate personal

power.
There is no such thing as production, at

any rate on this planet ; we can convert one

thing into another, but always at a fractional

efficiency. But the financier, so far from

reflecting this in his accounts, asserts with an

assurance which seems to have hypnotised

millions of people who ought to know better,

that everv conversion is a gain ;
while the

manufacturer, feeling that you cannot have too

much of a good thing, assures us that the eco-

nomic difficulties which were so menacing

before the war will all disappear if he is only

allowed to continue the process with re-

doubled intensity.
,

To realise the divorce which has separated

economic fact from financial fiction, consider

the accounting svstem which accompanies the

production of wealth through the agency ot.

let us say, a pound of coal.

Starting from zero value in the mine, it

acquires increments of price through rent,

capital charges, labour, transport, etc., until

its
" value " at the furnace door of a power

station boiler is, sav, iV,d. So far it has under-

gone no conversion. By being burnt under

the boiler 25 percent, of the energy contained m

the coal may reappear as a horse-power-hour

of electrical energy, and this 25 per cent, now

represents, say, 4d. This horse-power-hour

may drive a lathe engaged in making a bolt,

and the bok will now, by the process ot cost

accounting, have id. added on to its " value^

But the pound of coal has gone and cannot De

reconstituted ; and the horse-power-hour ot

energy has been dissipated in heat and other-

wise As a concrete fact, there is absolute)

nothing to show for it except an entirel}

problematical increase in the adaptation oi

piece of metal to the good of the communit) •

In anv case the gain is purely psychological,
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and therefore absolutely dependent on the use

of the bolt ; while the loss is certain.

But let us carry the investigation further,

and suppose our bolt to be embodied with its

increments of cost in a machine, and even-

tually to wear out. It will at once be said

that the bolt is written down from the world's

wealth under the headings of depreciation, or

maintenance. But it is not. Depreciation is

normally written off ascertained profits—that

is to say, subsequent to the increase of wealth

represented by " production," and does not

therefore aflFect the costed value ; and main-
tenance is an overhead charge and reappears as

cost.

There is consequently in the currency of

the world (which, under the existing financial

and industrial system, must clearly increase

with the " production of wealth ") a huge and
increasing sum unrepresented bv anv tangible

assets ; written down from time to time in

various ways, no doubt, but still not based on
any standard convertible into time-energy units

potentially available for use.

But, further, as has been explained in detail

elsewhere,* the sum of the wages, salaries and
dividends in respect of the world's production

cannot liquidate it at selling price ; and the net

result of the whole process is that the average

human time-energy unit can purchase less and
less of the material it " produces," because the

value of the financial unit is constantly decreas-

ing in ratio to it, and therefore apart from
intrinsic improvement in efficiency, more time-

energy units are demanded in payment for

necessities, even if these are assumed to be
constant in quantity.

Let there be no mistake as to the trend of

this argument— it is not denied that manu-
facturing is necessary-, possibly on a very-

large scale. But it is perfectly certain that

the main difficulties which confront us will

not be met by the orgies of unlimited manu-
facturing for profit called for by the super-

producers : and that of the inevitable alterna-

tives which such a policy would involve,

anarchy is just as probable as the Servile

State. It must be recognised that " pro-

duction " is a debit, not a credit, item

—

to be reduced as to energy '•osi by increased

efficiency and sane direction, rather than

increased by unsound incentives to effort.

And the immediate problem is economic
distribution.

SECURITY OF EMPLOYMENT
THE restoration of Trade Union con-

ditions " after the war " «as the

subject of a definite Government pro-
mise. It is generally recognised that those con-
ditions cannot be restored, nor does Trade
Unionism want them restored. But it seeks
a quid f>ro qn.), and rightlv.

Now the whole of the Trad<; Union princi-

ples, which were temporarily abrogated in

face of the country's overwhelming need for

output, were artificial devices of Trade
Unionism invented during the past generation
to enable them to carry out the imposed burden
of maintaining the " Reserve of Labour."
The worker under the wages system secured

freedom of action in the disposal of his labour,
but he lost security, which formerly he pos-
sessed to a much greater extent. Yearly
tenure, for instance, was formerly the rule in

many industries. Trade Unions were com
pelled to fight against long tenure, in spite of
the loss of security entailed, in order to

maintain their principle of collective bar-
gaining.

Discontinuity of employment under modern

conditions arises from two causes, some per-

sonal and some industrial. Dealing with

personal causes, these include :

—

1. Restlessness of labour, labour nomads.
2. Dismissal : {a) misbehaviour

;
{b) in

haste, bad temper, suspicion, and so on.

3. Holidays.

4. [a) Sickness ; (/>) physical breakdown :

(f) old age.

.'H koc methods of organisation are avail-

able for dealing with many of these causes of

discontinuity. The right of appeal following

hasty dismissal would greatly reduce dis-

continuity due to this cause. There is no
reason why holidays should not be paid for.

It is an iron\ that we close down works for
" holidays " and then make them periods of

economic strain because wages are not paid.

More careful choice of candidates for employ-
ment would also be of assistance.

Industrial causes include :--

1

.

Discontinuity due to casual nature of work.

2. Accidental stoppages {a) complete
breakdown or destruction by fire

; ( b) depart-

mental stoppages during temporary shortage

* Enslish Reiiew for December.
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